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Seen in this context, it is even more important for individuals to understand what protection the
traditional forms of indemnity and D&O provide and what gaps may exist in that protection.
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This job disruption will also be seen in the ‘retail direct’
channel, affecting many mutual fund companies,
particularly in how they sell through the traditional
wirehouse intermediary partnership that exists today.
We see a movement toward a more personalised digital
advice channel, catering to the millennial investor.
This highly personalised investment advice-type service
will gain traction in the future, disrupting jobs and
requiring fewer intermediary wholesaler roles. Leveraging
social media and other digital platforms, as well as using
‘on-demand’ product specialists, will further increase
efficiencies of the sales organisation.
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As investor needs and expectations continue to evolve
so too will the talent required to meet those demands.
Though compensation will continue to be a top driver
of attraction and retention for the new generations of
talent within asset management, other drivers have
and will continue to increase in importance. A firm’s
reputation for example, and the ability to advance within
the organisation, are becoming key decision criteria for
employees, according to a biennial survey of employees
and employers conducted by Willis Towers Watson
(figure 1).

Source: 2016 Willis Towers Watson Global Talent Management & Rewards and Global Workforce Studies, Investment Management

Firms that are agile enough to align their employee
value proposition with the key drivers of attraction and
retention for the industry’s pivotal roles will have
a competitive advantage.
So, what does the future hold for the investment
management industry in terms of jobs? First and
foremost, there will always be the need for thirdparty management of retirement assets for millions
of investors around the world. However, the coming
disruption in the sales distribution system, triggered
by a changing investor base, the growing need to
reduce operating expenses and the advanced role of
technology, will transform jobs in the future. In terms
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of absolute numbers, there will be fewer classic sales
jobs. A reduction in the number of external wholesalers
and the move to a more direct sales model with fewer
external partnerships will drive this change. The industry
will in many ways, similar to other industries, become
more commoditised in its product offering. The coming
disruption in the sales distribution value chain will create
newer jobs, but at the same time there will be fewer
jobs as asset managers strive to get closer to the end
investor by relying less on distribution partners.
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